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Abstract. The importance of security in ad hoc network is increas-
ing gradually to deliver information safely among nodes in hostile en-
vironment. The data is encrypted using various encryption techniques
for the security reinforcement or for hiding the communication path.
AnonDSR which offers anonymity to encrypt communication path, guar-
antees anonymity efficiently. The anonymity of source and destination
nodes is guaranteed through 3 protocols. However, secret keys and route
pseudonyms must be newly created for security, whenever an anonymous
communication session occurs. It generates large overhead.Therefore, the
proposed scheme reduces overhead of AnonDSR to reuse symmetric keys
and route pseudonyms during a certain period which is defined by user.
It is possible so that the data is encrypted by symmetric key which
is shared between source and destination nodes, because intermediate
nodes cannot decrypt the data. This scheme maintains security features
of AnonDSR to perform anonymous communication, and only performs
anonymous data transfer protocol when duplicate session is occurred.
Then, the route setup time is improved a minimum of 47.1% due to the
decrease of route setup procedure.
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1 Introduction

When nodes achieve wireless communication in hostile environment, the nodes
vulnerable to attack from malicious nodes can become the target of forgery or
modification. Anonymous routing schemes which provide security for communi-
cation path are researched recently, and the necessity in several fields is increased
for more secure communication.

There are representative schemes such as SDAR [2], ANODR [1], and Anon
DSR [3]. These schemes maintain anonymity using the trapdoor technique [4].
This technique is method to distinguish destination node. The destination node
is decided if a node can decrypt the encrypted message at source node, because
this message is encrypted by secret key which is shared between source and
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destination nodes. SDAR uses a public key in the trapdoor. The data are at-
tached continuously after encryption by a temporary public key. ANODR uses
a symmetric key in the trapdoor, and does not use secret key when this scheme
encrypts data. And AnonDSR is used to mix a symmetric key and a public key.
This encrypts the data using the onion technique [5].

AnonDSR solves the limitation of SDAR and ANODR. It consists of 3 pro-
tocols. First, the security parameter establishment protocol sets the symmetric
key, shared only with source and destination nodes, for secure communication.
Second, the anonymous route discovery protocol is that source and destination
nodes have route pseudonyms and symmetric keys instead of intermediate nodes’
identity for anonymous communication. Finally, the anonymous data transfer
protocol enforces security of data using the onion technique which uses symmet-
ric keys of each node. AnonDSR creates a new session to guarantee anonymity.
This session must always update the symmetric key and route pseudonym. Oth-
erwise, it causes the problem that the source node’s identity is exposed from the
attack of malicious nodes. Both create considerable overhead by regenerating
the symmetric key and route pseudonym for anonymous communication.

Therefore, the proposed scheme reuses symmetric keys and route pseudonyms
during a certain period which is defined by user, in spite of changing a session.
Because it improves encryption of AnonDSR by adding a further encryption,
which shares the symmetric key with source and destination nodes, and inter-
mediate nodes cannot decrypt this symmetric key. As a result, the proposed
scheme only executes anonymous data transfer protocol instead of 3 protocols
when duplicate session occurs at anonymous communication. The route setup
time is decreased as the number of occurrence at duplicate session and security
is enhanced increasing the number of encryption at data transfer protocol. If
duplicate session happens, performance of route setup time is improved by a
minimum of 47.1%. At this time, as the used keys have a persistence of a certain
period, it leads to confusion if session key terminology is used. Consequently,
this is called a long term session key.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes anonymous
ad hoc routing schemes. The proposed scheme is illustrated in Section 3. Section
4 analyzes security and anonymity of the proposed scheme compared to that of
existing schemes. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Related Works

We review the comparison of ANODR and AnonDSR for anonymous ad hoc
routing schemes and discuss their characteristics and deficiencies. Each scheme
exchanges messages in RREQ and RREP, and is decided features according to
encryption techniques. We use the notations and terminology shown in Table 1.

Table 2 shows RREQ and RREP format of anonymous routing schemes that
include common message type, route pseudonym, trapdoor, and route encryption
format. RREQ and RREP mean a message type. The route pseudonym iden-
tifies a node by random number, instead of ID, which guarantees anonymity.
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Table 1. Notations and terminology

A message M encrypted with a public key KEPK(M)A message M encrypted with a symmetric key KEK(M)

Signature for node ASignAPadding lengthPL

PaddingPPrivate key for node ASKA

Public key for node APKATemporary public keyPKtemp

A one way hash functionH()A random nonce for node ANA

Symmetric key for node AKAA random nonceNX

A random symmetric keyKXIdentity for node AIDA

A message M encrypted with a public key KEPK(M)A message M encrypted with a symmetric key KEK(M)

Signature for node ASignAPadding lengthPL

PaddingPPrivate key for node ASKA

Public key for node APKATemporary public keyPKtemp

A one way hash functionH()A random nonce for node ANA

Symmetric key for node AKAA random nonceNX

A random symmetric keyKXIdentity for node AIDA

Table 2. RREQ and RREP format of anonymous routing schemes
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The trapdoor represents a technique where only the destination node can check
the message received from the source node. Generally, this is encrypted data
using the shared secret key between source and destination nodes. The route
encryption format represents a method of encrypting data. The onion technique
repeatedly encrypts data its own secret key at a node.

3 Proposed Scheme

This scheme consists of 3 protocols: Security Parameter Establishment Protocol
(SPEP), Anonymous Route Discovery Protocol (ARDP), and Anonymous Data
Transfer Protocol (ADTP). SPEP and ARDP consist of RREQ and RREP,
ADTP exchanges data.

We assume that firstly, like AnonDSR, the public key of each node is dis-
tributed to all the nodes in a network by Certificate Authority (CA), and sec-
ondly, the proposed scheme does not use the general concept of session key, and
it defines a long term session key in order to use secret key and route pseudonym
continuously even if a session is changed. Also, the route pseudonym created be-
tween nodes uses the original node continuously and is available to control the
terms of validity by the user.

3.1 Security Parameter Establishment Protocol

To ensure secure communication, the SPEP exchanges a secret key between
source and destination nodes. The secret key is shared and managed by only
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the source and destination nodes. Route pseudonym (NT ) and symmetric key
(KT ) are created at the source node. NT and KT mean secret index and shared
secret key, respectively. The source node should maintain the NT and KT as a
table. It is possible to check the previous communication session by this table.
If there is the same secret key in the table, only anonymous data transmission
is performed. 3 protocols are performed sequentially when the same secret key
does not exist in the table. Route pseudonym (NT ) and symmetric key (KT ) are
used as the concept of long term session key.

In the RREQ, the source node broadcasts RREQ messages and uses the trap-
door technique, which encrypts the public key of the destination node. The
RREQ is composed as follows:

<RREQ, SecType, seqnum, IDsrc, IDdest, RRec, SecPara>

Where RREQ is the type of message; SecType chooses the degree of security in
RREQ; seqnum is a unique sequence number; IDsrc and IDdest are the identity
of source node and destination node, respectively; RRec is the source route
record [3]; and SecPara is the security factor provided by the source node. When
security and anonymity are required, SecPara is used by the trapdoor technique
keeping EPK dest(NT , KT , Para), Signsrc where PKdest is a public key of the
destination node. Signsrc is a signature that encrypts basic elements of the
source node using a hash function. Only the destination node has a private key
(SKdest) and can confirm a route pseudonym (NT ) and symmetric key (KT )
decrypting PKdest.

The RREP broadcasts the RREP message from the destination node to neigh-
borhood nodes. RREP is composed as follows:

<RREP, SecType, seqnum, IDsrc, IDdest, RRec, SecPara>

RREP is the type of message. It is identical with RREQ process except that
the public key in SecPara is only replaced with PKsrc, the public key of the
source node.

3.2 Anonymous Route Discovery Protocol

The source and destination nodes can have the entire route using the trap-
door and onion mechanism. The non secure and secure communication methods
of AnonDSR are not changed and the process of anonymous communication
method is modified.

The RREQ improves the encryption process of the onion, which is the Path
Discovery Onion (PDO). It is encrypted data at the source node using the sym-
metric key (KT ), shared only with source and destination nodes of the SPEP,
by use of a long term session key. The RREQ is composed as follows:

<ANON-RREQ, PKtemp, trdest, onion>

Where ANON-RREQ is the type of RREQ message that requires anonymous
communication; PKtemp is a temporary public key created at the source node,
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and is used to encrypt the data of intermediate nodes; trdest is a trapdoor tech-
nique and only the destination node can decrypt it by encrypting a symmetric
key. For example, trdest = NT , EK T (IDdest, SKtemp); the onion, route encryp-
tion format, is used to encrypt a symmetric key (KX) and route pseudonym
(NX) which each session is created newly at intermediate nodes. The onion,
route encryption format, process is called the Path Reverse Onion (PRO) and
it is created via PDO in reverse order. Fig. 1 shows the PDO and PRO
processes.

RREQ : 

RREP : 

{ EPKtemp
(KA), EKA

(EKT
(NA,IDA,PKA,N´X,K´X,PL,P,SignA))} = PDOA

{ EPKtemp
(KB), EKB

(NB,PDOA)} = PDOB

{ EPKtemp
(KC), EKC

(NC,PDOB)} = PDOC

PROA = EKA
(EKT

(NB,KB,NC,KC,ND,KD,PL,P,SignD))

PROB = EKB
(NA, PROA)

PROC = EKC
(NB,EKB

(NA,PROA))

A

B

C

DDestination Node

Source Node

Fig. 1. PDO and PRO processes

Prior to encryption, it is appended the process of data encryption by sym-
metric key (KT ) generated in the SPEP. PDO at the source node is composed
as follows:

PDOA = EPK temp(KA), EK A(EK T (NA,IDA,PKA,N ′
X ,K ′

X ,PL,P,SignA))

Where a route pseudonym (NX) and symmetric key (KX) are the long term
session key to create each node independently; SignA is the signature of ID,
NX , and KX which are encrypted the private key (SKA) of the source node
(A); N ′

X , K ′
X means the used secret key and route pseudonym when the next

Session has another route. The source node encrypts its own information using its
own symmetric key (KA) and the sharing symmetric key (KT ). This symmetric
key (KA) is encrypted by the temporary public key (PKtemp) created at the
source node, and this process repeats whenever a node moves. If the destination
node is reached, trdest as the trapdoor technique is decrypted by symmetric key
(KT ). Then, the destination node can decrypt the symmetric keys of each node
after it obtains the temporary private key (SKtemp), and decrypts the data of
PDO encrypted by the temporary public key (PKtemp).

The RREP improves the encryption process of onion. The PRO adds the
encrypting process by symmetric key (KT ), the long term session key, prior to
encrypting the symmetric key of each node. RREQ is composed as follows:

<ANON-RREP, Nnext, PRO>
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Where ANON-RREP is the type of RREP message that requires anonymous
communication; Nnext is updated whenever a node moves, because this means
the next route pseudonym. PRO, route encryption format, represents the onion
technique and is created in PDO reverses order; PRO at the source node is
composed as follows:

PROA = EK A(EK T (NB,KB,NC ,KC ,ND,KD,PL,P,SignD))

This encrypts the symmetric key of each node by the onion method in reverse
route to inform total route pseudonyms and symmetric keys on route to the
source node (A). The PRO is encrypted by the shared symmetric key (KT ) at
first.

3.3 Anonymous Data Transfer Protocol

The source and destination nodes already have all symmetric key and route
pseudonym on the routing route. These are used to encrypt data. Only each node
on the routing route is encrypted a part of data by the onion mechanism. Prior to
encryption, security is augmented by appending the data encryption process with
the symmetric key (KT ) generated in the SPEP. If the intermediate node that
has all symmetric keys (KX) on the route does not contain the sharing symmetric
key (KT ), security is enhanced as the encrypted data cannot be decrypt. The
anonymous data transfer message is composed as follows:

<ANON-DATA, Nsrc, onion>

Where ANON-DATA is a message that informs a data transmission; Nsrc repre-
sents a route pseudonym of a starting node initially and is shifted by the route
pseudonym of the next node whenever arriving at a node on the path; Onion,
route encryption format, encrypts the data with symmetric keys which are col-
lected at the previous two protocols. When transmitting, it is called Anonymous
communication Data Onion (ADO) and when receiving, it is called Reverse
anonymous communication Data Onion (RDO). Fig. 2 shows ADO and RDO
processes.

EKB
(EKC

(EKA
(EKT

(Data)))) = ADOA

EKC
(EKA

(EKT
(Data))) = ADOB

EKA
(EKT

(Data)) = ADOC
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(Data))

RDOB = EKB
(EKA

(EKT
(Data)))

RDOC = EKC
(EKB

(EKA
(EKT

(Data))))

A

B

C

DDestination Node

Source Node

RREQ : RREP : 

Fig. 2. ADO and RDO processes
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4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Analysis of Security, Anonymity, and Scalability

The simulation is performed on an Intel Pentium 4 Processor with 2.60GHz
clock generator and, 768MB RAM. The network consists of 500 nodes and each
node has 4 neighbors. It is implemented in C. The processing overhead of each
encryption technique [1,3] is given Table 3.

The route setup time of each scheme can be calculated using the actual en-
crypting and decrypting time of encryption schemes in Table 3, and the encrypt-
ing and decrypting number in Table 4. The route setup time of the proposed
scheme and AnonDSR are almost identical. However, overhead is decreased and
security is enhanced to increase the encrypting number of data if duplicate ses-
sion is occurred. Therefore, the proposed scheme is more efficient than AnonDSR.

Table 3. Processing overhead of encryption schemes
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Table 4. The number of encryptions/decryptions in anonymous routing schemes
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The total number of encryption and decryption concerned with symmetric
keys and public keys in anonymous routing schemes are compared Table 4 to
analyze the scalability of computing. AnonDSR and the proposed scheme con-
sider the SPEP and the ARDP since SDAR and ANODR do not have the ADTP.
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In Table 4, n means the number of different RREQ and RREP messages on an
ad hoc network and L means the number of hop of a RREQ and RREP message
from source node to destination node. Total route setup time and scalability are
identical almost, because the total number of decryption concerned with public
key in the proposed scheme are identical with AnonDSR in each anonymous
scheme.

4.2 Performance Comparison of Proposed Scheme and AnonDSR

The proposed scheme is more secure than AnonDSR as the proposed scheme
has a higher encrypting number of ADTP. In case of the same communications
session, the encrypting and decrypting number of the entire process must be
known including the ADTP. Therefore, it can calculate the route setup time
using the encrypting and decrypting time of encryption schemes in Table 3.

The proposed scheme and AnonDSR are calculated using the encrypting and
decrypting number and the processing time of the encryption scheme. If the
same session occurs, the overhead of the proposed scheme is reduced, as shown in
Fig. 3, when the duplicate session occurs initially. The efficiency improves 63.3%
∼ 64.5% when the same session occurs twice.

Fig. 3. Route setup time of duplicate session.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we research a better anonymous routing scheme to solve the prob-
lems of AnonDSR, which uses the trapdoor and onion method effectively. The
proposed scheme improves the encryption techniques of AnonDSR using a long
term session key which is kept for a certain period of time. The proposed scheme
can use the symmetric key and route pseudonym continuously, despite a changing
session. Because it improves encryption of AnonDSR by adding an additional
encryption procedure, which shares the symmetric key only with source and
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destination nodes. As a result, We know that the route setup time is improved a
minimum of 47.1%, and the efficiency of route setup time is improved increasing
the occurrence of duplicate session.
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